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Introduction
Investigating the issue of the adhān instituted by ʿUthmān () is
sufficient to establish that the Ḥajūrites are muqallidah (blindfollowers), that they follow their desires once their opposition to the
scholars of the Ummah at large is made clear to them, and that they are
prepared to go to any lengths to defend their leader Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī
even if his mistakes are as clear as the daylight sun.
In what follows, we take a look at the issue of the adhān of ʿUthmān
() as it is a good illustration of the types of deceptions used by alḤajūrī and his followers in other issues for which he has also been
criticised and refuted.
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Understanding the Techniques Used by the
Ḥajāwirah to Shield Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī and His
Major and Most Serious Bidʿahs
As for what is mentioned about the Ḥajāwirah in the Netherlands,1
their claim that the sum of all the refutations made against Yaḥya alḤajūrī contain lies and distortions2, that they translated and compiled
1

This article is an extract from a longer article written in relation to some
doubts presented by the Ḥaddādī Ḥajūrites in the Netherlands.
2
This is a hugely inflated claim. How can the sum of what al-Ḥajūri has been
refuted for and the affairs in which he is refuted by the speech of the Major
Scholars such as Shaykh al-Fawzān, Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn, Shaykh Rabiʿ
and many of the students of knowledge all just be mere lies and distortions? In
reality, there are firmly established evidences that al-Ḥajūrī has opposed the
uṣūl of Ahl al-Sunnah. However, these Ḥajūrites started looking for mistakes of
the Scholars like Shaykh Rabīʿ and Shaykh ʿUbayd and imputed things to
Shayh Muḥammad bin Ḥādī and they began looking in turn for the mistakes of
the Mashāyikh of Yemen, and employed all of that as a means of shielding the
major errors of al-Ḥajūrī and diverting people's attention from them. And no
doubt, Scholars can err and make slips, or they may have instances of
unrestricted speech which need clarification, or they may have fatwās in
relation to nawāzīl (issues affecting Muslims) in which they make ijtihād and
may be right or wrong and so on. So the Ḥajūrites looked for these types of
affairs in order to shield al-Ḥajūrī with respect to his calamitous mistakes wich
involve revilement of the Messenger (), revilement of the
Companions () in numerous ways, making takfīr unjustly (as he did with
one of the sons of ʿĀdam), and opposing Ahl al-Sunnah in many other uṣūl.
This reveals a disgraceful, horrendous type of ghuluwww (extremism,
exaggeration) which is actually proven further, when we look at the various
statements of extremism which have been mentioned in front of al-Ḥajūrī, in
praise of him. As an example, look at the poetry of Abū Ḥātim Saʿīd bin Diʿās alYāfiʿī who recited the following lines upon Yaḥyā al-Hajūrī's return from Ḥajj
in 1428H: "Dammāj has inclined (affectionately) upon your arrival with
rapture (great delight). And a must it was for it to incline (with affection) and
3
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be enraptured. By the arrival of its shaykh (Dammāj), has nobility, just as
Yathrib became ennobled by the arrival of our Muṣtafā (the Prophet). And he
(al-Ḥajūrī) has the forbearance (kindness) of al-Māhi (the Eraser [of falsehood,
shirk]), the Messenger. And (he, Yaḥyā) has of ʿAlī, his bravery and vigour. And
(he has) of the khalīfah after the death of Muḥammad (meaning, of Abū Bakr),
a determination stronger and stiffer than iron. And (he has) of al-Fārūq
(ʿUmar) the instilling of awe in the enemy upon (hearing) his voice and in the
one who endears him. And of Ibn ʿAffān (i.e. ʿUthmān) the generosity of his
soul and donning the garment of munificence always spending from it. And
when he recites the Qurʾan in prayer, we say the sweetest (voice) of Abū Mūsā
al-Zubayrī. He is Khālid (bin Walīd) in times of war, a gladiator. However in the
worldly (affairs), (like) Jundub. And of al-Dawsī, he has the memorization of
his ḥadīth, and his time spent in righteous deeds is compounded. And (he has)
of Ibn ʿAbbās, the deep-rootedness of knowledge. He delivers verdicts and the
fingertips write. And (he has) of Muʿāwiyah the son of Sakhr, his forbearance,
he has become spacious (magnanimous) like an open desert, yet even more so
(than the desert). And when the sanctuaries are violated in his presence, the
vastness of space becomes (greatly) constricted and for the sake of alMuhaymin does he display anger. And (he has) of Ibn al-ʿĀṣ his great
shrewdness in the affairs, worldly-wise, and experienced. And (he has) of Ibn
Ḥanbal, his patience and his trials and his firmness like a lofty mountain which
does not waver. And (he has) of Imām al-Shāfiʿī, his intelligence, [and] for a
lengthy duration after (acquiring) sciences, he [still] investigates (for more).
And (he has) of Ibn Taymiyyah, the greatness of his jihād against falsehoods,
not becoming fatigued or tired. And (he has) of the Imām al-Wādiʿī, his
firmness, and of Ibn Baz his thought and refined manners. And (he has) of the
Muḥaddith, Nāṣir (the likes of his) tireless authorship of books in spreading of
the Sharīʿah. And (he has) of al-ʿUthaymīn al-Tamīmī his fiqh (understanding),
he remains teaching (for length) not tiring but being pitched (ready for more).
And (other) virtuous excellences I am not able to encompass which from the
likes of me are hidden and are difficult (to quantify)." End poetry. And the
same author of this poetry also said, "And over Gemini (is he) in its loftiness
and it is as if he is a star amongst the stars." So this is the extremism found
with these people, and this allows us to make sense of why the followers of alḤajūrī have gone to such great lengths to defend al-Ḥajūrī. It is because they
have ghuluww towards him like the ghuluww of the Ṣūfīs towards their
shaykhs.
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the various refutations against these criticisms into a lengthy PDF
article, and subsequently affected some Salafīs who took sides with alḤajūrī, believing that they looked at the evidences and were convinced
that al-Ḥajūrī is correct or has been wronged, then you should note the
following:
That for which al-Ḥajūrī has been criticized falls into a number of
categories:
1. Great and mighty calamities in which the criticism is sound,
strong and the ḥujjah has been established upon him and he
has withheld from clarification and repentance or he has
persisted in his falsehood. These are with respect to the most
important uṣūl of our religion, such as accusing the
Companions () of initiating Irjāʾ, accusing them of
participating in the murder of ʿUthmān (), and accusing
ʿUthmān () of instituting bidʿah, mukhālafah and ḍalālah3
and what is similar to that. In these issues, despite their clarity,
al-Ḥajūrī and the Ḥajāwirah have argued with bāṭil and have
not successfully defended their leader, but have used sophistry,
compiled shubuhāt (that have been systematically refuted) and
relied upon the very taqlīd they claim to oppose and reject. In
these issues the proof is established upon al-Ḥajūrī and he is an
3

In this issue the Ḥajāwirah make taqlīd of Shaykh Muqbil () in whose
time this issue had not been exhaustively debated and resolved by a detailed
analysis of the claimed evidences. Thus, we can excuse those who have passed
and may have held this view due to erroneous ijtihād. However, after
exhaustive debate and after the truth has been made clear and all evidences
evaluated and their reality made clear, such excuses are not possible for
people who persist in this erroneous view due to taʿaṣṣub (partisanship), taqlīd
(blind-following) and hawā (desire).
5
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innovator on account of just one of these issues, let alone the
collection of them, because he has not recanted or repented
after the truth has been made clear. He and his followers
played games and often changed goalposts in these issues as a
means of deceiving others about the core underlying issue.4
2. Affairs for which he made an apparent or alleged retraction,
and thus in their view, criticism of him in those matters is no
longer justified. For example, the poet who described al-Ḥajūrī
as "Imām al-Thaqalayn" has made open repentance on two
occasions from this speech, but we have not heard al-Ḥajūrī
himself announce his repentance and recantation because in
many of these instances of ghuluww, he is found affirming
them or remaining silent about them or thanking the writer or
poet who expressed them. And no clear, explicit repentance
has been found in the actual speech of al-Ḥajūrī. He may have
statements like, "This is wrong", "I am not pleased with it", "Leave
these affairs", "I don't agree with this" and the likes, but this does
not amount to a recantation or repentance. The Ḥajūrītes only
portray this as repentance and recantation. Despite their
claims of al-Ḥajūrī having recanted, there are not any clear,
unambiguous written or spoken words of recantation or
repentance that have come from him in the major isssues that
are established against him.

4

This is where you have be wary with respect to these slippery snakes in that
in the course of argumentation, they will alter and change the goalposts and
make the issue of contention different to what it was originally. Then they will
start arguing and refuting on the newly-framed issue and not the original one
that was raised. This is a tact that runs through many of al-Ḥajūrī's defences of
himself and he is followed in this by his fanatical followers.
6
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3. Affairs in which the criticism against al-Ḥajūrī is obscure, lacks
clarity, needs further elaboration and thus appears weak and
these types of criticisms give opportunity to the Ḥajāwirah to
cast doubt on the firmly established and undeniable deviations
and innovations al-Ḥajūrī has been criticised for. The Major
Scholars who have criticized al-Ḥajūrī have only done so on the
basis of clear, apparent issues5 but as for the refutations of
many of those who write on forums and the likes, then perhaps
there is to be found amongst them what is mentioned here. The
Ḥajāwirah rejoice in their forums and gatherings with these
affairs which blind them from the misguidance of al-Ḥajūrī in
clear cut issues.
4. Criticisms which may have received legitimate replies and have
been resolved or criticisms in which al-Ḥajūrī may have been
wronged even. We say this to grant the Ḥajāwirah the best and
most favourable situation for them to illustrate that even
despite all of this, they are still upon falsehood and cannot
defend al-Ḥajūrī on the most grave and serious of his errors
and that al-Ḥajūrī remains an innovator, even just on one issue
alone.
The Hajāwirah in Netherlands (and elsewhere) have simply gathered
together the futile refutations by al-Ḥajūrī's students against the first
category of issues in which the truth is not with them at all and added
the remaining three categories to create "clutter" and "distraction"
around the most serious issues so as to dilute them or push them out. A
5

Take for example the severe statements of Shaykh Rabiʿ, Shaykh al-Fawzān
and Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn in the issue of the first adhān of ʿUthmān
().
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person who does not know the realities and has not looked in fine
detail in all the major issues (in the first category) and has not seen the
clear falsehood of the Ḥajāwirah in trying to defend al-Ḥajūri, their
deception and playing games, he will be confused or convinced by the
remaining three categories.
So those who have been misguided and misled by those Ḥajāwirah from
amongst the Salafīs, they should repent and restore their intellects and
sufficient for them are only a few issues, which if they were to look at it
in detail, would indicate to them that Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī and his followers
are people of desires and that they argue in falsehood. From them is
the issue of ʿŪthmān () and the first adhān of Jumuʿah. Anyone
who looks into this one issue objectively and without bias will see the
fraudulent attempts of the Ḥajāwirah to defend al-Ḥajūrī and that in
the end, all they have left to fall back upon, is the very taqlīd they claim
to fight against - devoid of any evidences whatsoever. After they were
left empty-handed by the refutations of the Scholars like Shaykh Rabīʿ,
Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn, Shaykh al-Fawzān6 and others, they
deliberately chose taqlīd, taʿaṣṣub and hawā. Likewise the issue of
accusing the Companions of participating in the murder of ʿUthmān
() and the various games played by al-Ḥajūrī in trying to cover
that up.

6

Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn has stated that whoever says the ādhan of ʿUthmān
an innovation reviles the Messenger, the Caliphs and the Companions and also
that he is a foolish-minded astray innovator. Shaykh al-Fawzān said these
people desire to declare ʿUthmān an innovator and that to hold this view
about ʿUthmān is itself an innovation and that whoever holds this is an
innovator. Refer to http://www.alhajuri.com.
8
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So the point here is there are firmly established, valid criticisms
against al-Ḥajūrī in matters of uṣūl and he has been refuted by a large
number of Scholars and students of knowledge and a variety of issues,
and he stands alone, there is none from the people of knowledge who
are with him and defending him except those with bigotry towards him
from his own students. Due to the zeal of these students, they spend
hours and hours in compiling, writing, refuting in order to confuse the
people so that those major and serious issues which are established
against al-Ḥajūrī remain obscure and hidden. May save Ahl al-Sunnah
from their evil and guide them, amīn.

9
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Yahyā al-Ḥajūrī is a Mubtadiʾ (Innovator) on Just
One Issue Alone, We do not Need Tens or
Hundreds.
Al-Hajūrī 's View Comprises Revilement of the Messenger (),
Tabdīʿ of Uthmān (), the Companions and Almost the Entire
Ummah7
If we accept - just for argument's sake - that al-Ḥajūrī has been lied
upon by students of knowledge, his words have been twisted or that he
has explained or taken back some of what he was criticised for - then
know that none of that, if we grant it to the Ḥajūrites, would change
the fact that al-Ḥajūrī is a mubtadiʾ (innovator) on just one or two or
three issues alone. From them is imputing bidʿah, mukhālafah and
ḍalālah to the action of ʿUthmān (). This bidʿah is defended
vigorously by al-Ḥajūrī and his followers who take the same judgement
as him.
The view Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī is defending and fighting for, tooth and nail,
has its origin in the saying of the Rāfīḍī, Ibn al-Muṭahhir,8 and he relies
7

What is in this title is derived from the judgements of scholars such as
Shaykh al-Fawzān, Shaykh Ibn al-Uthaymīn and from the very claims of alḤajūrī and the principles he believes about those who act upon innovation or
approve of it, that they are callers to innovation by their action alone. Please
read all of this section and the statements of al-Ḥajūrī himself and the
judgements of the Scholars upon his saying will make this affair clear.
8
Ibn Taymiyyah said, "It is strange (amazing) that the Rāfiḍah reject
something that ʿUthmān did in [open] view of the Anṣār and the Muhājirīn
without them rejecting it from him and which all the Muslims followed him in,
and that is the adhān of Jumuʿah." Minhaj al-Sunnah (6/293).
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upon the erroneous ijtihād of Shaykh Muqbil () who is excused
because the matter was not sufficiently debated and argued at the time
(as it has now) such that the basis upon which he held his view was
established as being futile. Whilst we can excuse Shaykh Muqbil, we do
not have the same situation for Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī and his followers
because every last piece of evidence they tried to bring has been
refuted.9 All the Ḥajūrites are left with is pure taqlīd and the statement
"there is khilāf in the issue" and a fake display of trying to defend the
honour of Hishām bin al-Ghāz whose narration (going back to Ibn
ʿUmar) they depend upon to make the accusation against ʿUthmān
().10
9

They also tried to use the view of Imām al-Albānī, which they twisted to try
to make it appear in favour of al-Ḥajūrī, when in reality it convicts al-Ḥajūrī.
Imām al-Albānī's view is that the action of ʿUthmān was a Sunnah because it
was legislated for a valid and intelligible reason, and wherever and whenever
that reason is found, this Sunnah of ʿUthmān can be implemented. The
Shaykh was only criticising the incorrect implementation of the Sunnah of
ʿUthmān and not the actual Sunnah itself as a matter of principle. Refer to
http://alhajuri.com/?bfbqfsl for elaboration and Shaykh al-Albānī's speech is
quoted in this section.
10
When Shaykh Rabīʿ showed that the narration from Ibn ʿUmar () they
relied upon which comes through Hishām bin al-Ghāz is shādh and munkar
(conflicts with what is otherwise known and established), and that there is
some finer detail in the taʿdīl given to Hishām by the Imāms of Ḥadīth, the
Ḥajurites began to write articles with exaggerated titles such as this ( نعوذ ابهلل من
:" )التابعي اليلل شاا نن الاا تح ا قأداا الهوىWe seek refuge in Allāh from desire: Hishām bin alGhāz, the noble successor is now under the feet" and what is like this. From here
you see the misguidance and blindness of these people which is the end result
of following desires. If you just reflect on their actions, they make a pretence
of defending the honour of a narrator of ḥadīth, a Tabiʿī, because Shaykh Rabīʿ
stated that his narration from Ibn ʿUmar is shādh and in his taʾdīl there is some
finer detail, just so that they can justify their allegation against one who is
loftier and greater, ʿUthmān bin ʿAffān (), in order to establish that he
11
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Al-Hajūrī Does not Distinguish Between the One
Who Calls and the Who Does Not Call to Bidʿah
and Treats them the Same
Before we look at Ḥajūrī's view on the first adhān of ʿUthmān () it
is important to understand it in light of some of the other misguided
principles of al-Ḥajūrī. In the cassette, "al-Qawl al-Jaliyy" al-Ḥajūrī asks
his students:11
The saying of some of them, the division of some people of the
Innovators into callers to their innovation and other than the
callers to innovation, do the evidences support this division? Is it
correct or futile?
And after some discussion with them, he says:
Futile (bāṭil), by Allāh, futile, and I swear by it too, that it is
futile... every innovating person who has an innovation with him
is considered to be a caller to his innovation... There is not to be
found an innovator on the face of the earth, any innovator, and it
be said about him, "It is not possible for him to call to his innovation
through speech or action"... Daʿwah (calling to Allāh) is both speech
instituted bidʿah, mukhālafah and ḍalālah into the religion and implying that
that anyone who followed him in that (from the Companions and all the
Scholars until this day of ours) are innovators or callers to innovation! Hence,
it is a pretentious attitude in that they portray Hishām bin al-Ghāz has been
wronged and reviled and wish to defend his honour, but all of that is in aid of
establishing ʿUthmān instituted bidʿah, mukhālafah and ḍalālah into the
religion!
11
Refer to al-Mukhtaṣar Fī Bayān Baʿḍ Mukhālafāt Yahyā al-Ḥajūrī (p. 31 onwards).
12
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and action, it is not restricted to just speech. And this division is
futile, futile... it is empty speech, this division is empty speech.
And if you refuse (to accept this) we will make an assault through
a research piece and an explanation of that, even if the majority
speak with it, by Allāh it is a futile division, yes... it is empty
speech, empty speech. Is this division correct?! Yes we have seen
some of Ahl al-Sunnah affirming this division. I am against this
division due to evidences from the Qurʾan, the Sunnah and
reality... the issue is as clear as the sun, this is a futile division,
this division has an observation (against it). It is found with the
majority of the Scholars, it is not from just one of them, but it
has an observation, it is not correct, it is not correct, it is not
correct...
The meaning of this is that anyone who acts upon an innovation is
automatically a caller to that innovation whether he calls to it by
speech in addition to his action or not. This means that if al-Ḥajūrī
defends this principle in the manner that he does, and we see how he
describes the action of ʿUthmān (), then it means, by application
of this principle of al-Ḥajūrī ,ʿUthmān (and refuge is from Allāh) was an
open caller to bidʿah (innovation) and ḍalālah (misguidance) and
mukhālafah (opposition) and a caller to an umm al-bidʿah (mother of
innovation), all words used by al-Ḥajūrī in relation to the adhān of
ʿUthmān. This is why when you read one of the verdicts of Shaykh Ṣaliḥ
al-Fawzān below when he asked about those say that the action of
ʿUthmān was bidʿah but we do not say he was a mubtadiʿ12, the Shaykh
rejects this excuse and declares the person who says it as an innovator.

12

This is said by the Ḥaddādī Ḥājurites such as Musā Millington al-Trinidādī
who wrote on the forum run by the Ḥaddādī, Khālid al-Gharbānī, "Saying that
13
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The Claims of Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī Regarding the
ʾAdhān of ʿUthmān ()
Here are the views of al-Ḥajūrī from his book Ahkām al-Jumuʿah (2nd
edition, Dār al-Imām Aḥmad, 1428H/2006CE):13
"And if he said, 'It is from the guidance of the Messenger of Allāh
()', then is a most evil liar and he will not find any of
the Scholars of the Muslims who ill agree with him upon this
disgraceful lie. And if (a person) says as all of the scholars of the
Ummah said: It is innovated [(muḥdath) meaning the adhān of
Uthmān] as has been unanimously agreed upon by the Scholars
of Islām14, then we say to him: Do you not see in the ḥadīth that
the Messenger of Allāh () warns you from the newly-

the adhān of ʿUthmān is a bidʿah does not necessitate declaring Uthmān bin ʿAffān an
innovator."
13
See the Appendix for documentation of these quotes.
14
Al-Ḥajūrī is implying in these words that the action of ʿUthmān is
considered by the Scholars of Islām as a newly-invented misguidance and he is
claiming a consensus on this matter. Note, that he is not limiting himself to
saying that the adhān of ʿUthmān was something new, as that is agreed upon.
Rather, he is implying that its being a blameworthy bidʿah and dalālah
(misguidance) is a matter of consensus. He is a liar in this claim and any
Ḥajūrite who believes him and speaks with this is a liar too. Notice his use of
the word muḥdath (through which he is intending to say "innovated"). Shaykh
Muḥammad bin Hādī said, "And he instituted (sanna) this adhān, we do not say
he innovated it (aḥdathahu), we say he instituted it, because he is a person of
the Sunnah, and we are ordered to follow it (the Sunnah)..." from an audio
recording, transcribed here:
http://www.sahab.net/forums/?showtopic=136806
14
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invented matters, and he says that they are misguidance?" (pp.
249-250).15
"ʿUthmān (), in his action, has opposed an explicit text
from the action of the Prophet () in that he did not
used to do this adhān." (p. 257).
"And this bid'ah was born out of that mother (of innovation), the
bid'ah of the first adhān." (p. 415).
"As for the one who followed him (meaning ʿUthmān) in that
error after the evidence has been established, then he is an
innovator (mubtadi'), there is no excuse for him in oopposing the
Sunnah of the Messenger of Allāh () and his two
companions [meaning, Abū Bakr and ʿUmar]." (p. 451)
In addition, al-Ḥajūrī speaks with those who oppose his view with
derision and ridicule. He says, "Some of the stubborn opposers
(muʿānidīn) say..." (p. 250, p. 450), and "As for those who are blind in
vision..." (p. 253). The followers of al-Ḥajūrī have not ceased to
vehemently defend and support these claims over the years, despite
their knowledge that they are opposed by the ijmāʿ of the Companions
15

After this, al-Ḥajūrī tries to redress the claim that this amounts to making
tabdīʿ of ʿUthmān () by saying that ʿUthmān made ijtihād and is
therefore excuse, and he tries to equate the issue of the adhān with a
confirmed mistake of ʿUthmān which is his completion of the prayer to four
rakʿahs in Mīnā and for which the Companions opposed him. However, the two
issues are not the same because the rejection of the Companions on the issue
of completion of the prayer to four rakʿahs is known and established. As for alḤājūrī's claim of the Companions showing rejection against ʿUthmān for the
first adhān instituted by him, then it has no evidence.
15
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and of the Ummah, which indicates that they have chosen misguidance
after guidance has been plainly conveyed and made clear.
When we put together these two things, which are that al-Ḥajūrī does
not differentiate between the caller and non-caller to innovation and
holds that any person implementing an innovation is automatically a
caller to bidʿah, and secondly that ʿUthmān innovated and promulgated
a bidʿah in the ummah through his action, then this really amounts to
tabdīʿ of ʿUthmān (), and protesting that you do not make tabdīʿ
of ʿUthmān is only a shield, because if you are true to your principles
that you so vehemently defend, and apply them consistently, you are
forced to conclude that ʿUthmān was an innovation and not only that,
the Companions too were astray becuase they corroborated this
innovation. These are necessary conclusions to al-Ḥajūrī's stance and
this is why Shaykh al-Fawzān said explicitly, that these people desire to
make tabdīʿ of ʿUthmān and it is also why Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn said
that anyone who states this adhān is a blameworthy bidʿah has reviled
the Prophet (), the Caliphs and the Companions ().16

16

See the quotes from Shaykh al-Fawzān and Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn further
below.
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Refutation of al-Ḥajūrī's False Claim of Ijmāʿ
(Consensus)
Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī tries to present his lie deceptively in that he uses
statements and reports that indicate the adhān of ʿUthmān is newlyintroduced and innovated in the linguistic sense of the word - which is
historically and factually correct - and mixes them in with that which
he relies upon to impute bidʿah in the legislative sense of the word to
the action of ʿUthmān. Then he claims there is ijmāʿ (consensus) on the
issue, trying to portray that there is a consensus on it being a bidʿah in
the legislative, blameworthy sense of the word. This is falsified by the
fact that consensus regarding the acceptance and legitimacy of
ʿUthmān's adhān is related from many authorities and in contrast
Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī does not have a single quotable (alleged) ijmāʿ that
ʿUthmān's action was a blameworthy bidʿah in the religion.
Saʾīd bin al-Muṣayyib () said, "So ʿUthmān () ordered with
the adhān of Jumuʿah, the third, and then the Sunnah became
established upon that, hence a third adhān was not given except on
Jumuʿah from the time ʿUthmān legislated it."17
Ibn al-Mundhir said, "When the people increased (in number) ʿUthmān
bin ʿAffān () ordered a third call (to prayer) in number, and it is
the first (of them) which he began after sun reaching the zenith (doing
this) in the presence of the Muhājirīn and the Anṣār and not a single

17

Tarīkh al-Madīnah (3/960) of al-Nimrī. The iqāmah was also considered a
call to prayer and hence in the speech of some scholars, the adhān of ʿUthmān
is referred to as the third adhān.
17
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one of them rejected it that we know of, and then the Ummah
remained upon this until this day of ours."18
Ibn Qudāmah () said, " And the first adhān is legislated at the
beginning of the time because ʿUthmān () legislated it and the
Ummah acted upon it after him and it is legislated for informing of the
time, the second for informing of the khuṭbah (sermon) and the
iqāmah for the establishment of the prayer."19
Ibn Taymiyyah () said "And it can be addressed by saying: This
adhān, when it was legislated by ʿUthmān () and the Muslims
agreed upon it, it became a sharʿiyy (legislative) adhān."20 And he also
said, "And what ʿUthmān did of the (introducing) the first call, the
people agreed upon it after him, the people of the four madhhabs and
others, just as they agreed upon what ʿUmar legislated of gathering the
people together in Ramaḍān behind a single imām."21
Al-Kirmānī in his explanation of Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī, "And if you said,
how was it legislated? I say: Through the ijtihād of ʿUthmān and the
agreement of all of the Companions with him through silent approval
and absence of rejection and it thus became a consensus through silent
approval."22
18

Al-Awsat min al-Sunan wal-Ijmāʿ (Dār al-Falāh, 1431H, 4/63).
Refer to al-Kāfī of Ibn Qudāmah (1/494).
20
Majmūʿ al-Fatāwā 24/193-194.
21
Minhaj al-Sunnah (6/292).
22
Sharḥ Ṣaḥīḥ al-Bukhārī (6/26), through Itḥāf Ahl al-Īmān bi Ijmāʿ al-ʿUlamāʾ
ʿalā Sunniyyat al-Adhān al-Awwal alladhī Sannahū ʿUthmān. This consensus is also
affirmed by Mullā ʿAlī al-Qārī, Badr al-Dīn al-ʿAynī (from the Ḥanafī jurists) and
likewise Muḥammad Ṣiḍḍīq Ḥasan Khān.
19
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Ibn Rajab al-Ḥanbalī () said, "And Ḥarb quotes from Isḥāq bin
Rāhūyah that the first adhaā for Jumuʿah is introduced, it was
introduced by ʿUthmān. He saw that (the adhān) will not be heard
unless he increases the callers to pray so that those furthest away will
be informed (of time of Jumuʿah) and hence it became a Sunnah,
because it is upon the khulafāʾ to look into such matters for the (benefit
of) the people."23 And Ibn Rajab said a little later (p. 231), "And his
statement in this narration which was related by al-Bukhārī here, 'And
so the affair became established upon that', indicates that this was when
ʿUthmān ordered it, it continued and it was not abandoned after that.
And this shows that ʿAlī remained upon it and did not invalidate it, for
two of the rightly-guided Caliphs agreed upon its performance, may
Allāh be pleased with them all."
Shaykh Abā Buṭayn () said, "And what was done by the
Companions, the Imāms and Tābiʿīn upon which the label of bidʿah is
applied, then that is a linguistic bidʿah, such as in the saying of ʿUmar,
"What an excellent bidʿah this is" meaning, the Tarāwīḥ prayer, and
likewise the addition of ʿUthmān and the Companions of the first adhān
for Jumuʿah. Then this does not enter into the saying of the ()
"Every innovation is misguidance" because it has a basis in the
legislation. And also because it is from what the caliphs instituded and
they have a Sunnah that is obligatory to follow due to his saying

23

In his Fatḥ al-Bārī (8/220-221). Note that Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī clipped this
statement in his book Aḥkām al-Jumuʿah and cited it as follows, "He (Ishaq)
said: The first adhaan of the day of Jumuʿah is innovated, it is was innovated by
ʿUthmān, this athar was mentioned by Ibn Rajab in Fatḥ al-Bārī (8/220-221)."
And this is clear dishonesty on behalf of al-Ḥajūrī in citation.
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(), 'You must follow my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightlyguided caliphs after me'."24
Shaykh Ibn Bāz () said, "And for this reason, the Companions
accepted [the instituted adhān) from him - meaning ʿUthmān - in his
time, and the Muslims acted upon it after him... and likewise what
ʿUmar () did of gathering the people behind a single Imām in the
Tarawīḥ prayer in Ramaḍān."25

24
25

Al-Durar al-Saniyyah (8/103).
Refer to http://www.binbaz.org.sa/mat/10052.
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Further Clarifications from the Scholars of the
Sunnah
Shaykh Ibn Bāz, Shaykh ʿAbdallāh al-Ghudayān and Shaykh ʿAbd alRazzāq al-ʿĀfīfī () in whose fatwā there occurs, "It is established
from the Messenger () that he said, 'You must follow my
Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs, hold on to it with
your molars' to the end of the ḥadīth. And the call (to prayer) on the
day of Jumuʿah, the first one used to be when then imām can and sat on
the pulpit during the time of the Prophet (), Abū Bakr and
ʿUmar (). Then when it was the caliphate of ʿUthmān and people
increased (in number), ʿUthmān ordered with what is now the first
adhān on the day of Jumuʿah, and it is not a bidʿah due to what has
preceded of the (Prophetic) command to follow the Sunnah of the
rightly-guided caliphs. And the basis for that is what is related by alBukhārī, al-Nasāʾi, al-Tirmidhī, Ibn Mājah and Abū Dāwūd and the
wording is his, "From Ibn Shihāb: al-Sāʾib bin Yazīd informed me: That
the first adhān used to be when the imām sat on the pulpit on the day
of Jumuʿah during the era of the Prophet () and Abu Bakr and
Umar (). Then when it was the caliphate of Uthmān and people
increased (in number), ʿUthmān ordered the third adhān. So it this
adhān was made at al-Zūraʾ (a market in al-Madīnah). Then the affair
remain established upon that." And al-Qastalānī commented upon this
ḥadīth in his explanation of al-Bukhārī, saying: That the call (to prayer)
that ʿUthmān added was at the entrance of the time [at the zawāl], and
he called it "the third" on account of it being additional to the adhān
given when the imām arrives and the iqāmah given for the prayer
itself, and the iqāmah is also mostly labelled as an "adhān" on account
of them both being a means of notification. And this (third) adhān was
21
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when the Muslims increased in number, so he (ʿUthmān) added it out of
his ijtihād. And the agreement of all of the Companions with him
through their silence and absence of rejection, made it become a
silently-approved consensus. And with Allaah lies success, and may the
prayers and salutations be upon our Prophet Muhammad, his family
and companions."26
In the speech of Ibn Taymiyyah () is a rejection of the reasoning
of al-Ḥajūrī and his likes when he said as occurss in Majmūʿ al-Fatāwā
(21/319), "And he () said in the ḥadīth which the authors of
the Sunan have related, and authenticated by al-Tirmidhī and others,
'You must follow my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs
after me, hold fast to it and bite onto it with your molars, and beware of the
newly-invented affairs, for every innovation is misguidance.' So whatever the
rightly-guided caliphs instituted is not a legislatively (defined)
innovation that is prohibited against, even if it is described as
'innovation' linguistically, due to it having been initiated (without
precedence). Just as ʿUmar said, 'What an excellent innovation this is'."
And he () said elsewhere (32/347), "For when others oppose the
rightly-guided caliphs (in a matter), it is their saying that is superior
because the Prophet () said, 'You must follow my Sunnah and the
Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs after me. Hold fast to it and bite onto it
with the molars. And beware of the newly-invented matters, for every
innovation is misguidance'."

26

Fatāwā al-Lajnah al-Dāʾimah (8/198).
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Imām al-Albānī's View Does not Justify alḤajūrī's Revilement of ʿUthmān ()
As for Shaykh al-Albānī () then he has a book titled, "al-Ajwibah
al-Nāfiʿah ʿan Asʾilah Lajnāh Masjid al-Jāmiʿah" (Beneficial Questions To
the Questions of the Committee of the Grand Mosque) in which he
explains that ʿUthmān's addition of the adhān was for an intelligible
reason and wherever this reason is found, the adhān of ʿUthmān is
legislated. The Shaykh does not deny that this adhān is from the
Sunnah, but he criticized those who do not implement it properly in
modern times. He also answered the question about where to perform
this adhān, should the need arise and he stated, "Yes, we do not see
anything to prevent this (additional) adhān of ʿUthmān (being
performed) when it is from the external entrance of the barracks
because it causes the passers-by on the path to hear and informs them
that in the barracks there is a masjid in which prayer is established, so
they go to it and pray within it in the same way that those who are
resident in the nearby houses on the path, however it is desirable that
only a short time should separate between the two adhāns, because the
Sunnah is to begin the khutbah straight after the zawāl (noon) after the
adhān." 27
This clearly shows that in its foundation, Imām al-Albānī does not
consider this adhān to be a blameworthy bidʿah - unlike Ibn Muṭahhir
al-Rāfiḍī and Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī.28
27

Refer to al-Ajwibah al-Nāfiʿah ʿan Asʾilah Lajnāh Masjid al-Jāmiʿah (p. 25) and
for more details refer also to http://alhajuri.com/?bfbqfsl.
28
Many of the Ḥajūrites protest at this junction and say that Shaykh Muqbil
said it is a bidʿah. This only proves that they are Muqallidah (blind-followers)
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The Various Deceptions of the Ḥajūrites
Regarding the Narration of Ibn ʿUmar ()
The Hajūrites depend largely upon a narration from Ibn ʿUmar ()
in which he describes an adhān (without its context being made clear)
to be a bidʿah. Ibn Abī Shaybah relates in his Muṣannaf: Shabābah
narrated to us from Hishām bin al-Ghāz from Nāfiʿ from Ibn ʿUmar who
said, "The first adhān on the day of Jumuʿah is a bidʿah." 29 They have
fought tooth and nail over this narration all in order to ascribe bidʿah
to the action of ʿUthmān (). Here are some of their major
deceptions regarding this narration:30
1. Assuming it is authentic, Ibn ʿUmar () only spoke of the
"first adhān" without specifying it as being the one instituted
by ʿUthmān (). He may have been speaking about another
adhān. Especially when he himself did not reject the adhān of
ʿUthmān during his khilāfah or during the khilāfah of ʿAlī
() and nor after it. And in the context of the narration as
it has come, Ibn ʿUmar was responding to a question of a Syrian
man, and it could be in relation to a different adhān.31
and hold onto a mistaken saying of Scholar who was not made aware of his
mistake by invalidation of his evidences.
29
Shaykh Rabīʿ has written extensively to refute the inflated claims of some of
the students of al-Ḥajūrī, and has established that this narration is shādh
(obscure), munkar (rejected) because it clashes with what is well-known and
established, as well as numerous other considerations that relate to the
narrator Hishām bin al-Ghāz.
30
Refer to http://www.sahab.net/forums/?showtopic=137362.
31
See further below for a discussion of the adhān of Hishām bin ʿAbd al-Malik
and quote from Imām al-Shāṭibī.
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2.

In order to make this narration stronger than what it is, they
claim that it is related in many other sources when it is related
only by Ibn Abī Shaybah in his Muṣannaf and the ascription of
this report to the book of Wakīʿ by Ibn Rajab and al-Jaṣṣās. It is
not related in the prominent sources. Contrast this to the
rejection by the Companions of ʿUthmān praying four rakʿahs
in Mīnā, which is well established and reported. Consider the
fact that the adhān of Jumuʿah is repeated every week, openly
in front all of the people. And had the Companions rejected it,
it would have been reported strongly and abundantly. Further,
this practice continued, and so we should have seen consistent
reports condemning this practice. But we do not find anything.
Hence, in order to make it appear that the narration is widely
reported, the Ḥajūrites lie with respect to the takhrīj (sourcereferencing) of this report.

3. Following on from the above, their referencing this narration
to those who did not relate it at all, such as Ibn Abī Ḥātim, the
Muṣannaf of ʿAbd al-Razzāq and al-Sunan of al-Dārimī. All of
this is to make the narration appear more widely accepted and
reported than it actually is.
4. Their claim that Hishām bin al-Ghāz is not alone in narrating
this, and then they mention the names of other narrators.
However in the reports of these narrators there is no mention
at all of ʿUthmān's adhān being a bidʿah.32 Rather, they mix
between three different narrations:
32

This is what al-Ḥajūrī has done in his book Aḥkām al-Jumuʿah (2nd edition,
pp. 410-422) in which he brings 29 statements of scholars which he alleges are
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5. The first of them: Is the statement of Ibn ʿUmar, "Every
innovation is misguidance even if the people see it is as something
good." This is reported through Hishām bin al-Ghāz from Nāfiʿ
from Ibn ʿUmar, and it is related by al-Marwazī (in al-Sunnah),
Ibn Baṭṭah (in al-Ibānah al-Kubrā), al-Bayhaqī (in al-Madkhal),
al-Lālikāʾī (Sharh Uṣūl al-Iʿitqād), Abu Shāmah (in al-Bāʾith) and
al-Harawī (in Dhamm al-Kalām). So the deception of the
Hajūrites is to mix this narration with the other one, and then
claim that all of these six sources establish the innovated
nature of the adhān of ʿUthmān. Despite the fact that there is
no mention of this adhān in any of these reports and this
statement is related on its own, independently.
6. The second of them: The narration under question, from Ibn
ʿUmar through Hishām bin al-Ghāz that the adhān of Jumuʿah is
a bidʿah, as related by Ibn Abī Shaybah. And here, it is only
Hishām bin al-Ghāz who relates this from Nafiʿ. There is no
authentic report from any of the Salaf that described the adhān
of ʿUthmān specifically as being a bidʿah, and even this report
relied upon by the Ḥajūrites, does not describe ʿUthmān's
adhān specifically. Rather, it is merely a reference to a "first
in reference to the adhān of ʿUthmān being newly-introduced, or a bidʿah in
the religion, or not from the Sunnah, or not worthy of being acted upon. And
when you analyze them one by one, in their wording (or chain or narration
where that applies), you find that these quotes do not actually amount to what
al-Ḥajūrī is claiming (which is to establish the first adhān as a blameworthy
innovation in the religion without qualification or restriction). At the end of it
all, they are left only with the narration of Ibn ʿUmar, which is why they have
fought tooth and nail to establish its authenticity, just so they can prove that
ʿUthmān institute a bidʿah in the religion that was followed by the ummah
after him.s
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adhān" on Jumuʿah and this can have an explainable context. If
we assume this report to be correct and authentic, it can have
two explanations. The first, that the word bidʿah here is being
used in its linguistic sense and not the legislative sense. Hence,
it is not a bidʿah rejected by the Sharīʿah, but only a factual
description of an action that was not done before, and hence is
introduced, new. This is purely a linguistic usage.33 Or second,
that Ibn ʿUmar is not actually speaking about the adhān of
ʿUthmān but about affairs that happened later in relation to the
adhān, matters innovated by the people related to the manner
of performance of the adhān or what is like that. And that this
report (of Ibn ʿUmar) was used wrongly to find fault with
ʿUthmān and the Companions in general, in relation to
ʿUthmān's institution of the adhān, as has been done by the
Rāfiḍah.
7. The third of them: A report from Wakīʿ from Hishām bin alGhāz who said, "I asked Nāfiʿ about the first adhān of Jumuʿah
and he said, 'Ibn ʿUmar said: It is an innovation, and every
innovation is misguidance, even if the people see it as
something good'." This report has not been related by anyone
in any of the published books but it was referenced by Ibn
Rajab and also al-Jaṣṣās to a book of Wakīʿ. Here it is possible
that it was in the book of Wakīʿ or that Ibn Rajab and al-Jaṣṣās
simply joined to two separate narrations together. Both Ibn Abi
Shaybah and Muḥammad bin Naṣr (al-Marwazī) reported from
Wakīʿ and they never mentioned this wording.
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And this is how the Scholars of the Sunnah who venerate the Companions
have explained this narration, on the assumption that it is authentic.
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8. What has preceded indicates the problem with this report.
However, if we accept that it is authentic, there is an
explanation for it in that it is referring to the adhān introduced
by Hishām bin ʿAbd al-Malik that was performed in front of the
īmām or the minbār (instead of outside). Imām al-Albānī quotes
from Imām al-Shāṭibī in explanation of this, "Ibn Rushd said:
The adhān performed right in front of the imām on Jumuʿah is
disliked because it is innovated (muḥdath) and the first to
introduce it was Hishām bin ʿAbd al-Malik. He moved the adhān
that used to be made from al-Zūrāʾ to al-Musharrafah and the
adhān made from al-Musharrafah to in front of the imām
(inside the mosque).34 He was then followed in that by those
caliphs who came after him to this day of ours. He said: And
this is bidʿah, [but] that which was done by the Messenger
() and the rightly-guided Caliphs after him is the
Sunnah. And Ibn al-Ḥabīb mentioned that the adhān given
when the īmām ascended the pulpit remained during the time
of ʿUthmān (), in agreement with what has been reported
by the specialists of authentic transmission and ʿUthmān did
not add to what was before him except the adhān from al-Zūrāʾ.
Thus, Hishām bin ʿAbd al-Malik's transfer of the legislated
adhān from the minaret to in front of the imām (in the
mosque) is a bidʿah (innovation) in that (already) legislated
matter." 35

34

Thus, the alleged statement of Ibn ʿUmar, rather than referring to the adhān
instituted by ʿUthman and called from al-Zūrāʾ, is referring to the original
adhān (that was always done outside the mosque) which was transferred to
inside the mosque and performed in front of the imām.
35
Al-Ajwibah al-Nāfiʿah ʿan Asʾilah Lajnāh Masjid al-Jāmiʿah (p. 28 onwards).
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9. From what has preceded, the error of the Ḥajūrites is evident
and plain and they wrongly take the agreement of the scholars
that the adhān of ʿUthmān was not done previously by the
Prophet (), Abu Bakr () and ʿUmar () and
wrongly take this to mean that it is innovated in the
blameworthy, legislative sense of the meaning of the word
bidʿah. Then they rely upon a narration that is not established
from Ibn ʿUmar, and if it was, it has two perfect explanations.
Ibn ʿUmar is either using the word bidʿah with a linguistic
meaning, as did his father, ʿUmar, in relation to the tarāwīh
prayer, or he is referring to the action of Hishām bin ʿAbd alMālik in relation to the original adhān as has preceded. Then in
order to bolster this report, they play a variety of games and
deceptions, following their Ḥaddādī leader, in relation to this
report and also the narrator Hishām bin al-Ghāz.36
10. When the attachment of the Hajūrites to this dubious narration
is invalidated, their deliberate abandonment of a clearly
narrated ijmāʿ (consensus) affirming the legislated nature of
the adhān of ʿUthmān () is known, their opposition to all
the major Salafī scholars of today who have spoken on this
issue such as Imām Ibn Bāz, Imām al-Albānī, Imām Ibn alʿUthaymīn, Shaykh Rabīʿ bin Hādī, Shaykh Ṣāliḥ al-Fawzān and
others is known, and their taqlīd of Sunnī scholars whose error
has become clear is no longer permitted for them, and they
36

From the great signs of their misguidance and desires is that when Shaykh
Rabīʿ declared the narration to be shādh and munkar, they began writing
defences of Hishām bin al-Ghāz, the Tābiʿī, claiming that he has been reviled
and belittled - and all of this is in order to justify their claim that ʿUthmān
instituted bidʿah, dalālah and mukhālafah into the religion!
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then persist in ascribing bidʿah to the action of ʿUthmān, it is
clearly that they are only left with the disgraceful scenario of
wilfully choosing to make taqlīd of Ibn Muṭahhir al-Rāfiḍī37 and
the Rāfiḍah (the first to make this claim against ʿUthmān as a
means of attacking the Companions in general)! From Allāh is
aid sought, how desire blinds the vision of the heart!

37

He was the first to make this claim and Ibn Taymiyyah refuted him in
Minhāj al-Sunnah.
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Shaykh Rabīʿ bin Hādī on the Report of Ibn ʿUmar
and the Narrator Hishām bin al-Ghāz
In this section we will cite from Shaykh Rabīʿ's paper titled al-Dhabb ʿan
al-Khalīfah al-Rāshid, ʿUthmān (Defence of the Third Caliph, ʿUthmān), the
Shaykh wrote:
The statements regarding the first adhān (of Jumuʿah), that it is
an innovation, are all centered around Hishām bin al-Ghāz and
he has not been described with ḥifdh (memorization) and itqān
(precision). Even though some of the people of ḥadīth have
labelled him as thiqah (trustworthy), and they are Yaḥyā bin
Maʿīn, Duhaym and Muḥammad binʿAbdullāh bin ʿAmmār, what
is correct is that he is "ṣālih" as has been said by Imām Aḥmad,
and Ibn Maʿīn also has another saying about him, wherein he
said, "There is no harm in him (laa baʾs bihi)." And through this
al-Dhahabī said about him, "He is ṣadūq (truthful)". And the
saying of al-Ḥāfidh Ibn Ḥajar about him, "He is thiqah
(trustworthy)" requires a review. And it is not said regarding his
ḥadīth (report) that it is ṣahīh and nor ḥasan for the likes of this
(narrator).
That which is apparent to me is that his (Hishām's) report from
Nāfiʿ is considered rejected (munkar), because he is unique with
respect to it amongst the multitude of of companions of Nāfiʿ,
and amongst them are the best of the people of his city, alMadīnah al-Nabawiyyah. So amongst the narrators from him
(Nāfiʿ) are:
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His sons, Abū ʿUmar, ʿUmar and ʿAbdullāh. ʿAbdullāh bin Dīnār,
Ṣāliḥ bin Kaysān, ʿAbd Rabbihī and Yaḥyā - the two sons of Saʿīd
al-Anṣārī. And Yūnus bin ʿUbayd, Yazīd bin Abī Ḥabīb, Abū Isḥāq
al-Subayʿī, al-Zuhrī, Mūsā bin ʿUqbah, Maymūn bin Mahrān, Ibn
Ajlān, Ayūb al-Sakhtiyānī, Jarīr bin Ḥāzim, al-Ḥakam bin
ʿUtaybah, Saʿd bin Ibrāhīm, ʿAbdullāh bin Saʿīd bin Abī Hind,
ʿUbaydallāh bin ʿUmar al-Umrī and his brother ʿAbdullāh. And
Ibn Jurayj, al-Awzāʿī, Ibn Ishāq, ʿAbdul-Karīm al-Jazarī, ʿAṭāʾ alKhurasānī, Layth bin Abī Salīm, Muḥammad bin Sawqah, Hishām
bin Saʿd, Matar al-Warrāq, Mālik bin Anas, Ismāʿīl bin Umayyah,
Usāmah bin Zayd al-Laythī, Ismʿʿīl bin Ibrāhīm bin ʿUqbah, Ayūb
bin Mūsā al-Qurashī, Bukayr bin ʿAbdullāh bin Ashajj, Yaʿlā bin
Ḥakīm, Juwayriyah bin Asmāʾ, Abu Sakhr Ḥamīd bin Ziyād,
Handhalah bin Abī Sufyān, Raqabah bin Musaqqalah, Saʿīd bin
Hilāl, Ṣakhr bin Juwayriyah, al-Ḍaḥḥaak bin ʿUthmān, ʿAbd alʿAzīz bin ʿUmar bin ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz, ʿUbaydallāh bin Abī Jaʿfar, ʿUmar
bin Zayd bin ʿAbdullāh bin `Umar, ʿĪsā bin Ḥafṣ bin ʿĀṣim bin
ʿUmar bin al-Khaṭṭāb, Yūnus bin Yazīd, Fulayḥ bin Sulaymān,
Kathīr bin Farqad, al-Walīd bin Kathīr, Shuʿayb bin Abī Ḥamzah,
al-Layth bin Saʿd and a great portion (of others)." Tahdhīdb alTahdhīb (10/143)
Hence, Hishām bin al-Ghāz being singled out (in relating this)
from Nāfiʿ amongst this great number, and from them are his
own sons (those of Nāfiʿ), and amongst them are the best of the
people of Madīnah, yet this strange text has not been narrated
from them. And this alongside (the fact) that the narrator (of
this), Hishām bin al-Ghāz, from him (Ibn ʿUmar), is not from the
people of Madīnah. Rather, he is a stranger, he is originally from
Damascus, then he was a resident of Baghdād, and he was
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appointed over the Bayt al-Māl for Abū Jaʿfar al-Manṣūr. And the
likes of this ḥadīth of his - whilst his condition is like this - is
considered to be munkar (rejected).
And Muslim said in the introduction to his book (p. 7), "Because
the judgement of the people of knowledge and that which we
know from their madhhab in accepting that in which a narrator
(muḥaddith) is unique in narrating of ḥadīth is that he should
have shared in the thiqaat (trustworthy) from the people of
knowledge and memorization in some of what they narrated and
he should have used skill and care in being in agreement with
them in (what he shared in narrating from them). So when that
is found (to be present with him), and then after that he adds
something which is not (found) with his companions, then his
addition can be accepted. And as for the one whom you see
focused on the likes of al-Zuhrī in his loftiness and abundance of
his companions who are huffādh mutqinīn (precise memorizers)
of his ḥadīth and the ḥadīth of others, or the likes of Hishām bin
ʿUrwah, and the ḥadīth of them both are well-spread, shared,
their companions have quoted their ḥadīths from them upon
agreement from them in most of it. So then (when) he narrates
from them both or from one of them a number of ḥadīths that
are not known by any of the associates of them both, and he is
not one who has shared with them (the associates) in (narrating)
the authentic of what is with them, then it is not permissible to
accept the ḥadīths of this type amongst the people. And Allāh
knows best."
Reflect upon the statement of Imām Muslim, "that he should
have shared in the thiqāt (trustworthy) from the people of
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knowledge and memorization in some of what they narrated and
he should have used skill and care in being in agreement with
them in (what he shared in narrating from them)... [until] ... then
it is not permissible to accept the ḥadīths of this type amongst
the people" and this is not found with Hishām bin al-Ghāz, for he
is scarce in narration, and he has not shared with the associates
of Nāfiʿ in some of what they narrated of authentic ḥadīths, and
he did not use skill and care in being in agreement with them.
And for this reason, the two Imāms, al-Bukhārī and Muslim did
not narrate from him any connected ḥadīth from Nāfiʿ, save that
al-Bukharī brought a single ḥadīth from him in muʿallaq form in
the mutābaʿāt, refer to ḥadīth 1742.
And none of the Imāms from amongst all of them related this
report except Ibn Abī Shaybah, and he did not adhere to
authenticity in what he related, which is amongst what
emphasizes the rejection of this report ascribed to Ibn ʿUmar.
Al-Ḥāfidh Ibn al-Rajab said, commenting upon the statement of
Imām Muslim, "So he stated clearly that when the thiqah
(trustworthy) takes care in being in agreement with the thiqāt in
their ḥadīth, then he is unique amongst them with respect to a
ḥadīth, then what he was unique (in reporting) and relating from
the people of knowledge is accepted from him." See "Sharḥ Ilal
al-Tirmidhi" (1/456-457). And Hishām bin al-Ghāz is from this
type whose ḥadīths it is not permissible to accept when they are
alone in relating from the likes of Nāfiʿ and al-Zuhrī in what no
one from the trustworthy ones of their associates have shared
with him (in relating from them).
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Then, if we accept that this is established from Abdullah bin
Umar (radiyallaahu anhumaa) then it is taken to mean that his
intent by "bid'ah" is the linguistic (usage) of innovation not the
legislated (shar'iyy) usage of innovation, as is said by some of the
people of knowledge and just as Umar applied the word "bid'ah"
upon the Tarawih prayer.
Indeed ʿAbdullāh bin ʿUmar () is from those who revere
the rightly-guided Caliph ʿUthmān () and from those who
defend him. So what Hishām bin al-Ghāz has ascribed to him is
what would bring revilement upon ʿUthmān, the rightly-guided
Caliph (). Imām al-Bukhārī said in "Chapter on the Virtues
of ʿUthmān" (ḥadīths 3698 and 3699): Muḥammad bin Ḥātim bin
Bazīgh narrated to us: Shādhān narrated to us: ʿAbd al-ʿAziz bin
Abī Salamah al-Mājishūn narrated to us from ʿUbaydallāh from
Nāfiʿ from Ibn ʿUmar (): "During the lifetime of the Prophet
we considered Abū Bakr as peerless and then ʿUmar and then
ʿUthmān (coming next to him in superiority) and thereafter we
did not used to differentiate between the companions of the
Prophet." And [the second ḥadīth], Musa bin Ismāʿīl narrated to
us: Abū ʿAwānah narrated to us: ʿUthmān, and he is Ibn Mawhab,
narrated to us, saying: An Egyptian who came and performed the
Ḥajj to the Kaʿbah saw some people sitting. He enquired, "Who
are these people?" Somebody said, "They are the tribe of
Quraysh." He said, "Who is the old man sitting amongst them?"
The people replied, "He is ʿAbdullāh bin ʿUmar." He said, "O Ibn
Umar! I want to ask you about something, please tell me about
it. Do you know that ʿUthmān fled away on the day (of the battle)
of Uḥud?" Ibn ʿUmar said, "Yes." The (Egyptian) man said, "Do
you know that ʿUthmān was absent on the day (of the battle) of
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Badr and did not join it?" Ibn ʿUmar said, "Yes." The man said,
"Do you know that he failed to attend the pledge of Ridwan and
did not witness it (meaning, the Hudaibiyah pledge of
allegiance)?" Ibn ʿUmar said, "Yes." The man said, "Allāhu
Akbar!" Ibn Umar said, "Let me explain to you (all these three
things). As for his flight on the day of Uḥud, I testify that Allāh
has excused him and forgiven him. And as for his absence from
the battle of Badr, it was due to the fact that the daughter of
Allāh's Messenger was his wife and she was sick then. Allāh's
Messenger said to him, "You will receive the same reward and
share (of the booty) as anyone of those who participated in the
battle of Badr (if you stay with her)." As for his absence from the
Ridwan pledge of allegiance, had there been any person in Mecca
more respectable than Uthman (to be sent as a representative).
Allah's Messenger would have sent him instead of him. No doubt,
Allah's Messenger had sent him, and the incident of the ArRidwan pledge of Allegiance happened after ʿUthmān had gone
to Makkah. Allāh's Messenger held out his right hand saying,
"This is ʿUthmān's hand." He stroke his (other) hand with it
saying, "This (pledge of allegiance) is on behalf of ʿUthmān."
Then Ibn ʿUmar said to the man, "Bear (these) excuses in mind
with you."
I [Rabīʿ] say: Look at this noble Companion, how he defends
against ʿUthmān () and then mentions his virtues. And look
at this envious (hateful) man against ʿUthmān (), for
alongside his envious hate he did not ask Ibn ʿUmar about the
adhān of ʿUthmān, and this would be the most apparent and well
known of affairs he would have asked about. So this shows that
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this adhān (of ʿUthmān) was one of the accepted affairs with him
and with with the ummah (at large).
Imām al-Bukhārī said () in his Ṣaḥīḥ (3704): Muḥammad bin
Rāfiʿ narrated to us: Ḥusayn narrated to us from Zāʿidah from Abī
Ḥusayn from Saʿd bin ʿUbaydah who said: "A man came to Ibn
ʿUmar and asked about ʿUthmān and Ibn ʿUmar mentioned his
good deeds and said to the questioner. "Perhaps these facts
annoy you?" The other said, "Yes." Ibn ʿUmar said, "May Allāh
stick your nose in the dust!' Then the man asked him about ʿAlī.
Ibn ʿUmar mentioned his good deeds and said, "It is all true, and
that is his house in the midst of the houses of the Prophet.
Perhaps these facts have hurt you?" The questioner said, "Yes."
Ibn ʿUmar said, "May Allah stick your nose in the dust! Go away
and do whatever you can against me."
So it is clear that you (ʿAlī bin Rashīd al-ʿIfrī, student of Yaḥyā alḤajūrī) and your likes from those who follow up ʿUthmān and his
likes from the Noble Companions are from the sort of these two
men (in the ḥadīths above) and upon their vile methodology of
investigating into what degrades their status and spreading it
(amongst the people). [Your methodology is] not (investigating)
their virtues and distinguishing lofty qualities for which the Lord
of the Worlds and His truthful and trusted Messenger praised
them for. Look at Ibn ʿUmar how he speaks enthusiastically about
the virtues of ʿUthmān and ʿAlī () and slaps the faces of
their enemies. This is the correct methodology that the
Righteous Salaf traversed upon - may Allāh be pleased with them
- this is the methodology whose opposer they revile.
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This is a small portion of the writing of Shaykh Rabīʿ bin Hādī from his
article. After this, the followers of al-Ḥajūrī began to bring further
intricate doubts which Shaykh Rabīʿ subsequently responded to. These
doubts were in relation to the narration Hishām bin al-Ghāz. Refer to
his article Dirāsāt Marwiyāt Hishām bin al-Ghāz in which the Shaykh
refutes the doubts of another follower of al-Ḥajūrī called Yūsuf alʿInābī.
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Verdicts of the Scholars that Convict al-Ḥajūrī
and His Followers as Misguided Innovators Who
Desire to Make Tabdīʿ of ʿUthmān and Revile the
Companions
These are the verdicts of Imām Ibn Bāz, Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn and
Shaykh al-Fawzān on the subject of the first adhān of ʿUthmān ()
and the intent here is to show that the Ḥajāwirah are people of desires
and deception when they spread doubts against Shaykh Rabīʿ through
the statements of Shaykh al-Fawzān [which are being engineered and
elicited by the latest wave of Ḥaddādīs (some of whom are
sympathizers to and have connections to the Takfīrī Khārijites of ISIS)].
Imām Ibn Bāz () was asked, "We have a difference regarding the
first adhān on the day of Jumuʿah. Amongst them are those who say
that it is not from the Sunnah because it is not related from the
Prophet () and it is obligatory to abandon it. And amongst
them are those who persist in continuing with the first adhān. So what
is the Sunnah O respected Shaykh?" and he replied, "The first adhān is
from the Sunnah, because ʿUthmān () did it and the Companions
affirmed that from him, because the Messenger of Allāh ()
said, 'You must follow my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided
caliphs after me' and he is from the rightly-guided caliphs. So ʿUthmān
did that and the Companions affirmed that from him, and it contains
benefits such as notifying the people that today is the day of Jumuʿah
so that they can prepare to come early for it. So there is no harm in it
and it is not a bidʿah, because it is from the Sunnah of the rightly-
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guided caliphs. And the Prophet () advised with that (the
Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs)."38
Shaykh Ṣāliḥ al-Fawzān was asked, "Esteemed Shaykh, may Allāh grant
you success, in the first adhān for the Jumuʿah prayer, is it repeated
alongside the muʿadhdhin?" The Shaykh answered, "Yes, it is an adhān,
it is a legislative adhān because it is the from the Sunnah of the
Rightly-Guided Caliphs, it was commanded by ʿUthmān (), the
third caliph. And it was in the presence of ʿAlī bin Abī Ṭālib from the
rightly-guided caliphs, and in the presence of the Muhājirīn and Anṣār
and no one rejected that from him. Except what is reported from Ibn
ʿUmar as is mentioned by Ibn Abī Shaybah in his Muṣannaf39, that he
(Ibn ʿUmar) says it is a bidʿah and Ibn Rajab (), when he cited the
speech of Ibn ʿUmar, said that he intends the good bidʿah (the good
innovation) [with its linguistic meaning], he does not intend the evil
bidʿah [with its legislative meaning], similar to what his father (ʿUmar)
said regarding the tarawih prayer, 'What an excellent bidʿah this is',
meaning an innovation linguistically and not a innovation legislatively
(speaking). Yes."40
38

Fatāwā Nur ʿala al-Darb (13/207). And the Shaykh actually has numerous
fatāwā on this matter.
39
Refer to Shaykh Rabīʿ's extensive refutations against the Ḥajūrites in
relation to this narration which is shādh and munkar (rejected) and which the
Ḥajūrites have been fighting desperately to affirm and prove only so that they
can exonerate their Ḥaddādī leader in his accusation of bidʿah against ʿUthmān
().
40
See http://alhajuri.com/dld.cfm?a=vazbjh for audio. From this speech of
Shaykh al-Fawzān, you can see that those scholars who come across this
narration (which is established as being shādh and munkar in any case),
because they hold the Companions in respect, they interpret this remark
ascribed to Ibn ʿUmar upon the same light as the remark made by his father,
40
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Shaykh Ṣāliḥ al-Fawzān was asked, "Esteemed Shaykh, one of the duʿāt
(callers) says, "We do not declare ʿUthmān () an innovator - but
we say that the first adhān on the day of Jumuʿah is an innovation." He
(the questioner) says, what is the ruling of this statement of his?" His
response was, "This itself is bidʿah (innovation), the man, this itself is
bidʿah [to hold this position], he is an innovator. It is obligatory to
withhold his tongue from the likes of this speech. ʿUthmān is a rightlyguided caliph, and the Messenger () said, "You must follow
my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs after me..." Is
this [speech of his against ʿUthmān] from his eagerness for the
Sunnah?? He declares the Companions innovators, declares the Caliphs
innovators!! Is the Sunnah like this?! We ask Allāh for pardon! This is
from ignorance (jahl) and not knowing the bidʿah from Sunnah. Yes."41
In his lesson on the day of Sunday, 14/05/1435H, Shaykh Ṣalih alFawzān was asked, "May Allaah be benevolent to you, this questioner
says: Is the first adhān of the day of Jumuʿah considered an
innovation?" The Shaykh answered, "Our (previous) speech [on this
subject] has become of no value." Then the questioner says, "May Allāh
be benevolent to you esteemed Shaykh, the questioner says: Some
people say that the reason for which ʿUthmān ordered the first adhān is
no longer present." The Shaykh said, "It has not ended, your desire is
to make tabdīʿ of ʿUthmān. This is not a permissible affair. Is this from
ʿUmar bin al-Khaṭṭāb (). This is unlike the Rāfiḍah such as Ibn alMuṭahhir (refuted by Ibn Taymiyyah in Minhāj al-Sunnah) and those upon
whom the ḥujjah is now established, such as the Hajāwirah, who persist in
imputing bidʿah to ʿUthmān () after the Scholars demolished their bidʿah
and ḍalālah.
41
See http://alhajuri.com/dld.cfm?a=sdduoa for audio.
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your eagerness for the Sunnah? The action of ʿUthmān is from the
Sunnah by testimony of the Messenger ()! "You must follow my
Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided Caliphs after me." Respect the
Companions! Especially the rightly-guided Caliphs, respect them! For
they are the most superior of the Ummah, do not speak about them!42
What Shaykh al-Fawzān has mentioned here is very significant because
if you look at the corrupt uṣūl of al-Ḥajūrī, such as not distinguishing
between the one who does not call to his bidʿah verbally and the one
who does, and that the one who implements any practical bidʿah (in
worship) is automatically a caller to it by his action and renders him a
mubtadiʾ (innovator), then it leaves no room except to say - if al-Ḥajūrī
is consistent and truthful in his corrupt uṣūl - that ʿUthmān was a caller
to bidʿah and ḍalālah. This is why the Scholars do not accept the excuse
that "ʿUthman made ijtihād, his action was a bidʿah but we do not
declare him an innovator." This is deception and playing games,
because the corrupt uṣūl you are propounding does not all you to make
these excuses.
In the speech of Shaykh al-Albānī () in Kitāb al-Janāʾiz, there is a
refutation and falsification of this excuse used to justify the accusation
against ʿUthmān (). The Shaykh said, "The innovation whose
misguidance is textually stated by the legislator is: a) Everything that
clashes with the Sunnah of statements, actions or beliefs, even if it
(arose due to) ijtihād... c) Every affair whose legislation is not possible
except by a text or restriction (to the Book and Sunnah) and for which
no text actually exists, then it is an innovation, except what comes

42

See http://alhajuri.com/dld.cfm?a=znxoar for audio.
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from a Companion, and that action is repeated by him without any
rejection (from others)."43
In this statement, where the Shaykh is defining and explaining the
innovation which is declared to be misguidance legislatively. He
explains firstly that ijtihād does not prevent something from being
declared an innovation and misguidance. And secondly that whatever
cannot be legislated without a text from the Book and the Sunnah is an
innovation, unless it came from a Companion, it was repeated by him
and the Companions never showed any rejection to it. And this clearly
applies to the action of ʿUthmān () which was done openly, on a
weekly basis, amongst thousands of Companions.
And from the numerous statements of Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn on this
subject, "And the Jumu'ah (prayer) has a first adhān which is from the
Sunnah of ʿUthmān (), and he is one of the rightly-guided Caliphs
whose Sunnah we have been commanded to follow. Some of those
pretending to be clever who claim that they are Salafis, Sunnis say: We
do not accept the first adhān of Jumuʿah, it is a bidʿah, it was not
present in the time of the Prophet (). This statement of theirs
is a revilement upon the Prophet (), a revilement upon the
rightly-guided Caliphs and a revilement upon the Companions. And
these paupers reached this limit without knowing. As for it being a
revilement upon the Messenger (), it is because the Prophet
() said, "You must follow my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightlyguided Caliphs after me." And by consensus of the Muslims, ʿUthmān
() is from the the rightly-guided caliphs. And as for it being a
revilement upon the rightly-guided Caliphs, then it is a revilement
43

Kitāb al-Janāʾiz (p. 305).
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upon ʿUthmān () and he is from them. And whoever reviles one of
them, reviles all of them, just like the one who rejects a single
Messenger, he has rejected of all of the Messengers. And as for it being
a revilement of the Companions, then it is beacuse the Companions did
not show rejection against ʿUthmān () alongside the fact that if
he had erred (in this matter), they would have rejected (this error) just
as they showed rejected when he completed (the prayer to four
rakʿahs) whilst in Mina during Hajj. However, regarding the first adhān
of Jumuʿah, they did not show rejection against him. So are these
opposers who are pretending to be clever more knowledgeable of the
Sharīʾah and its objectives than the Companions?! The Messenger of
Allāh () spoke the truth when he said, "The latter part of this
uymmah will curse its first part" and refuge is with Allāh, and he reviles
them. So the first adhān is a legislated adhān by indication of the
Prophet () and the Sunnah of the chief of the believers
ʿUthmān () and by consensus of the Companions, with an ijmāʾ
sukūtī (silent consensus), and no one has any excuse, may Allāh cut the
tongue of the one who criticizes the rightly-guided Caliphs of this
ummah and the Companions."44
Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn also said, "And he has strayed who said that it
is a bidʿah, and he has declared the Companions () as fools and
has declared the rightly-guided Caliph (ʿUthmān) as a fool. And we say:
You are the innovator (mubtadiʿ) in this saying which you have claimed
that it is a bidʿah. How can it be bidʿah when the Messenger ()
has called it a Sunnah, "... [follow] the Sunnah of the rightly-guided Caliphs
after me." However, those people (who say this) are foolish-minded,
44

Sharḥ Riyāḍ al-Ṣāliḥīn, in the chapter on the excellence of the adhān (Dar alSalam, 1st edition, 1423H, p. 1278)
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even if they are senior in age. How can you declare the Companions to
be astray with their leader ʿUthmān bin ʿAffān. And yet you claim that
you are a person of the Sunnah? Rather, you are a person of bid'ah in
this saying."45
And Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn also said, "As for the one who rejects it
from the newly-arisen ones and says, 'It is a bidʿah' and declares
ʿUthmān () to have been misguided (in his action), then he is the
astray innovator."46
This is a matter that the Hajūrīte Innovators are persisting upon even
after all of their alleged evidences have been annihilated and
invalidated and they are left with nothing but pure taqlīd of whoever
expressed this viewpoint before them and following their desires and
wallowing in taʿaṣṣub (bigoted partisanship). This issue alone is
sufficient and clear enough to enter them into the ranks of the
Mubtadiʿah (Innovators) and none should be deceived by them and
their refutations against the refutations of Ahl al-Sunnah against them.
Even if they were correct in every single thing that they claim - for
argument's sake - whilst they continue to hold this view towards the
action of ʿUthmān (), they are Innovators just on this account
alone and their being correct in everything else - if we accept that purely
for argument's sake - will avail them nothing.
So no one is deceived by these people except that in his heart there is
something of belittlement of the honour of the Companions ()
45

Recorded
lesson
on
Sharh
Riyāḍ
al-Ṣāliḥīn.
Refer
to
http://alhajuri.com/?fvwezev for audio.
46
Refer to http://alhajuri.com/?mzwdxmm for full documentation of these
three statements of the Shaykh.
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and this is why, when you look at the people of knowledge, there is no
one who is actually defending al-Ḥajūrī because anyone from the
people of knowledge who comes to know the views which al-Ḥajūrī is
upon and defending will not hesitate to declare him an innovator - just
on one issue, let alone a collection of them. Thus, when you say to a
Ḥajūrite, 'Which scholar is with al-Ḥajūrī and defends him on the issue
of the adhān of ʿUthmān' you will only get deafening silence.
After everything which has preceded, there is only one way to deal
with these people, and it is not through argumentation or debate. Let
us take a look at this way.
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How to Silence a Ḥājurite (or Tens, Hundreds
and Thousands of them), Force them to Flee on
Their Heels and Prove They are Upon Bidʿah and
Dalālah Without Argument or Debate
To all of Ahl al-Sunnah in all corners of the Earth where the Ḥājūrites
have a presence: It is not necessary to debate or waste time with the
Ḥajāwirah, the scholars warn against debates with them. However, the
Ḥajūrites have a lot of zeal and activity in spreading their shubuhāt
online, and if Ahl al-Sunnah remain silent, it leaves the impression, just
by the sheer amount of activity of these Ḥajūrites, that they are upon
the truth. If you were to do something and it had to be effective, then
we suggest the following:47 Invite a Hājurite, or tens, or hundreds or a
thousand of them - whilst you are just a single person - find a decent
sized mosque that can accommodate you all. Make it clear this is not a
debate, but simply wudhū, two rakʿahs of prayer and a supplication to
Allāh ():
Take the lead and perform your two rakʿahs of prayer, gather your
heart, bring to mind your love of ʿUthmān (), the Ṣahābah
() and 1400 years of Salafi Scholarship from the time of the
Companions during ʿUthmān's reign to this day of ours. Think about all
of that for a while until your emotions develop and gain momentum,
then raise your hands and make duʿa aloud and openly with the
following, being firm and certain in your speech:
47

This section is present as an illustration of the strength of position of Ahl alSunnah who venerate and love the Companions () and between the
Ḥajūrite Ḥaddādīs who are indifferent to the numerous revilements by their
leader of the Companions.
47
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O Allāh, that which I hold as my dīn before You is that ʿUthmān
() instituted a Sunnah for an intelligible reason which the
Companions understood and which was taken as acceptance and
implemented by the Companions and the Scholars of Ahl alSunnah and the Ummah thereafter. The Messenger ()
indicated to us that there would be affairs which the RightlyGuided Caliphs would institute and would be from his Sunnah
and I believe that the action of ʿUthmān was rightly-guided and I
am following the overwhelming majority of the Ummah with
almost entirely no exception in this matter, and I am upon what
Alī () and the rest of the Companions were upon, likewise
the Scholars of Islām to this day of ours, including Shaykh alFawzān, Shaykh Rabīʿ, Shaykh Ibn Baz, Shaykh Ibn al-Uthaymīn
and many others are upon, along with the tafṣīl (detail) provided
by Imām al-Albānī on the matter. O Allāh if I and all of these
Scholars thereafter and the majority of the Ummah are believing
what amounts to a lie against your religion, and propagating a lie
against your religion by holding this view, then may the curse of
Allāh, the Angels, and all of mankind be upon the liars. Amīn.
Then turn to the Ḥājurite (or the tens, hundreds or thousands of them)
and demand that if they are truthful, that they invoke Allāh earnestly
with the following:
O Allāh, that which I hold as my dīn before you is that ʿUthmān48
instituted a bidʿah (innovation), a mukhālafah (opposition), and a
48

We have not added () after the name of ʿUthmān () here in the
speech demanded from the Ḥaddādi Ḥājūrites because they are essentially
48
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ḍalālah (misguidance) in the religion as textually stated by my
shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī, and that the Companions present in his
time corroborated this bidʿah and acted upon it and became
callers to it by their action and that the ḥujjah is established
according to the argument of my shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī
because all of them knew that the Messenger () did not
do it and he () had warned them continuously and
persistently to beware of newly-invented matters. I hold, as does
my shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī, that this action of ʿUthmān was an
umm al-bidʿah (mother of innovation) which settled in the
ummah and was unfortunately used as a justification for other
innovations as stated by my shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī, and that
anyone who followed ʿUthmān in that bidʿah (innovation) and
mukhālafah (opposition) after knowing the evidence then he is
an innovator (mubtadi') whoever that may be, from the time of
the Companions to this day of ours - since the one who acts on
an innovation is automatically a caller to innovation according
to my shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī.49 I consider the statements of
Shaykh al-Fawzān, and Shaykh Ibn Bāz and Shaykh Ibn
ʿUthaymīn, Shaykh Rabīʿ and all other contemporary Scholars
who defend the action of ʿUthmān to be misguided because they
claiming Allāh is NOT pleased with the action of ʿUthmān () because it is
bidʿah and ḍalālah and mukhālafah of the Messenger () which spread
into the ummah and is implemented the world over. Thus, that action of
ʿUthmān - in their view - has led to innovation and misguidance being
propagated throughout the entire ummah. And - upon their view - the reality
of the matter is that how could ʿUthmān not know this, and how come this
practice was allowed to continue when thousands of Companions were
witness to this?
49
Al-Ḥajūrī vehemently defends this principle as has preceded and he does not
distinguish between the caller and the non-caller.
49
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only lend support to the bidʿah instituted by ʿUthmān whose
action You are no doubt displeased with O Allāh, as the action of
ʿUthmān according to my shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī, has been used
to justify other innovations in the religion. O Allāh if I and my
shaykh Yaḥyā al-Ḥajūrī are propagating a lie in all of this (after
the proof presented to us by our opponents), then may the curse
of Allāh, the Angels and all of mankind be upon the liars. Amīn.
It is not possible for any Ḥājūrite to deny any of the above or argue
about it, because all of this is either textually written or verbally
expressed by al-Ḥajūrī or necessitated by his corrupt uṣūl and the
Ḥājūrites have been defending this bidʿah of al-Ḥajūrī for many years,
hence it is mutawātir from them and about them and is undeniable.
These are their very views, explicit or implied. So they should not be
cowardly in expressing them as clearly as we have expressed these
views for them. If they are truthful in their belief, and sincere to Allāh
and consider their position to be a defence of Allāh's dīn, then let the
cowards come out and invoke the curse of Allāh upon the liars if indeed
they are truthful in this issue! There is no other way to deal with a
Ḥājūrite other than this, because they are an argumentative, incessant
people who will waste your time. If you have to have any engagement
with them, this is the only way. Do not entertain any other discussion
on any other issue, because that is part of their strategy, to divert you
from the most obvious and clear of their bidʿahs which render them
misguided innovators and then to deceive the people by portraying
that al-Ḥajūrī and the Ḥajāwirah have been wronged and lied upon!
Finally, as Ibn Taymiyyah said, "It is strange (amazing) that the Rāfiḍah
reject something that ʿUthmān did in [open] view of the Anṣār and the
Muhājirīn without them rejecting it from him and which all the
50
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Muslims followed him in, and that is the adhān of Jumuʿah."50 It is
strange that the Ḥājurites, following the Rāfiḍah, reject something
ʿUthmān () did in [open] view of the Anṣār and the Muhājirīn
without them rejecting it from him and which all the Muslims followed
him in, and that is the adhān of Jumuʿah. And Shaykh Rabīʿ said, "The
eye of no person is pleased with a rejected narration51 whose import is
revilement upon the Companions of Muḥammad () in that
they affirmed an innovation that was announced every week in the
highest (most open) of places, whilst Allāh has praised them, that they
are the best of the ummah, so He said, "You are the best nation brought
out for mankind, you enjoin the good and prohibit the evil"."52 As for
the Ḥājūrites, their bidʿah necessitates that those Companions present
in the time did not forbid the evil and therefore cannot truly be "the
best of mankind" and this counts as a revilement upon them as indicated
in the speech of Shaykh Ibn al-ʿUthaymīn as has preceded. Refuge is
with Allāh from such misguidance in which the Rāfiḍah find pleasure
and support.
And may the ṣalāt and salām be upon the Messenger Muḥammad, his
family and all of his Companions and whoever followed his guidance.
Abu ʿIyāḍ Amjad Rafīq
19th Shawwāl 1435H / 15th August 2014
Updated 9th Dhul Ḥijjah / 3rd September 2014
Version 1.1
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Minhaj al-Sunnah (6/293).
The narration through Hishām bin al-Ghāz going back to Ibn ʿUmar.
52
In the Shaykh's article, "al-Dhabb ʿan Khalifah al-Rāshid ʿUthmān" in refutation
of the extremist Ḥajūrite, Yūsuf bin al-ʿĪd al-ʿInābī al-Jazāʾrī.
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Appendix: Scanned Images from Al-Ḥajurī's Book
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